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Creating a new Document
Find and open the correct matter first.
Click on the Documents button in the upper toolbar as highlighted below, then select the New
Document button from the lower toolbar.

A new window will open with the documents available for selection.
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The highlighted Document type of Client will show all client-based letters.

The dropdown list in Document Type will show other options of letters that can also be run.
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The Address as field is how the envelope would be addressed.
The Dear field is how you want to address the letter recipient.

These only need to be completed the first time a document is created on a new case; the system will
remember these details until you wish to change them.

The Use Digital letterhead option is if you want the letter to be emailed so it would require a digital
letterhead rather than a paper letterhead.

Double clicking will open the letter and automatically save it back against that matter. Word will
prompt if you have made any subsequent changes and want those to be saved against the matter
when closing word.
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Viewing/Opening an existing Document from a Matter
When in the matter, click on the Documents button and a list of existing documents for that matter
will be displayed.
Clicking once on a document will highlight it and show it in the preview pane at the bottom of your
screen (if you have the Preview on). If not, you can click on the Preview button. Double clicking will
open the document in Word to enable editing etc.
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Sorting Documents
As with other screens in RPM you can sort by any of the column headings just by clicking on
them, up or down.
The screenshot below shows documents are sorted by Time (Date) with the newest
documents at the bottom of the screen, by clicking on Time you can sort so newest documents
are at the top.
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Searching Documents
Again as per other screens in RPM, you can search for any information in any of the columns,
in the example below we are searching for any document with ‘letter’ (not case sensitive) in
the title, after typing you will need to click on the tab key (you will also need to tab again once
you delete your search criteria so the data disappears and you see all your documents again).
Remember the * means the word ‘letter’ can be anywhere in the document not just at the
beginning.

To remove the search, delete whatever you have typed and hit return or reset
Filtering Documents
We can now filter the documents screen to see only certain types of document -

Type: You can decide what type of document you want to see i.e. PDF’s, Word Documents,
emails (outlook message) etc.
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Folders: If you are using Folders (Tags) then you can choose to filter only documents in a
certain folder. Remember any documents not assigned to a folder will appear in the [None]
folder.

Created By:
You can filter by the user who created the document and only see that users documents.

Direction:
You can filter on incoming, outgoing or unallocated (None) documents.

You can use a combination of filters together such as Outlook Messages and Created by to
find specific emails sent by a user.
To reset the filter view simply click the Reset button and you will see all the documents in
the folder again.

Note the Document Filters are retained against the current matter and not retained as a
standard view across all matters.
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Emailing
To simply send an email from Redbrick select Email To: from the Matter details on the left-hand panel
and a drop down will show you the client and any email addresses associated with this matter. You
can also use the CC and BCC areas to copy in any other party with an email address on this matter.
If an email address is not listed then it may not have been added or the relevant party not associated
with this matter.

As soon as you click on any of the email addresses the following window will open

Click Create message
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This will create an email in outlook (or associated email client) with the email address, subject
and any signatures pre-filled in.

Simply write the email and send as normal and a copy is automatically saved against the case.
For more information about tracking and sending documents refer to the rest of this guide.
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Emailing a Document
This can be done in a couple of ways:•

Emailing a previously created document
Previously created documents can be emailed to clients or other associated parties, in their
original format (e.g. Word) or converted to a PDF. Both these options are found by right clicking
the document in the Documents area (To send multiple attachments, select the first document
and then hold the ctrl key down whilst selecting the other document/s, shift can also be used to
select a block of documents).
Then right click on one of the highlighted documents and select the option required.

After choosing the email recipient, the following window will appear.

Click on the Create Message button to open it in outlook.
If you have attached multiple documents then Redbrick will prompt you if you wish zip them
altogether, clicking Yes will compress them all into one file on the email, Clicking no will add all the
files individually to the email. Please note that this facility may not have been turned on and you can
contact Redbrick Support if it isn’t and you wish it to be.
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This will open the email with the relevant email address, subject heading, attachments and your usual
signature, you can now add any comments and send as you would with any email.

Once the email has been sent it saves into the Document area of RPM in the matter you are currently
in.
The ‘Allow email tagging’ flag means that if the email recipient clicks on the reply button to your email,
the mail will automatically go into both Outlook and RPM in the correct matter under Documents.
Sent emails will have something like Redbrick Reference: RBTRK567c216b-b3da-4c01-8b3b-ebd96f998edd (Please do not edit or delete)

Added to each outbound email, these references are unique to that matter and will track replies.
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Adding additional or new documents to an email
If you then realise you need to add another document from RPM to the email, click on the Attach from
Redbrick PM button

This will then bring up a window as below where you can then select the related matter you want to
add other documents from.
Once a matter is selected you can choose which other documents you want to add to the email as an
attachment.
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Emailing a new Document
Go to Documents and click on the New Document button.

This will bring up the New Document window, click once to highlight the relevant document
you wish to email.
Then select Email or Email as Attachment.

If the client does not have an email address set, these two buttons will appear greyed out.
Please also note that you cannot convert to PDF when using this functionality to
add documents to an email. See below for instructions on how to do this.
Email and Email as an Attachment.
•

Email will pull the letter through as the main body of the email.

•

Email as Attachment will add the letter as an attachment to your email and has a
dropdown list for you to select whether to attach as PDF, HTML or a Word document.
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Once you have made your selection it will create an email for you to send as normal and will
save the document and email into your Documents area.
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Adding an email from Outlook into a matter in RPM
If you would like to move a copy of an email from Outlook into RPM this can be done in a
couple of ways, firstly using the button in outlook.

Open the incoming email by double clicking on it and select ‘Send to Redbrick PM’ on the top
toolbar.

Please note – you must fully open an outlook message to see the Addin toolbar – preview
windows do not display this.

Another window will pop up where the system will identify possible clients under the ‘Found
Cases’ section.
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You can also do a manual search if you would prefer by searching for name, address, UCRN
etc in the Also search for: field.

Type the information in then click the Search Again button.

The get the best results when searching for cases in Redbrick it may be worth adjusting the
settings on where and how the outlook AddIn searches Redbrick as this can vary from firm to
firm.
To adjust where the outlook AddIn Searches click on the three dots
and the
accompanying menu will appear, check or uncheck the items you wish to search for.
Please note: Property addresses must have a County entered in Redbrick for the
Addin to find the matter by Property Address.

The less you search the quicker the search becomes, if your system is very slow to return
results then uncheck everything apart from Manual Search Data and use the manual search
facility.
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The second option is what to search in and again can be adjusted per user.

If in any doubt please contact support who can advise the best settings.
Attachments
If your email has attachments, they will show under the Attachments area. Here you can tick
which attachments you wish to pull through into RPM (If at all), plus you have the opportunity
of changing the attachment/s name if you so wish to with the buttons to the right of the
screen.
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Once you have found the correct matter you have two options: 1. Import Email and All Attachments – This will put a copy of the email with the
attachment/s in RPM.
2. Import Selected Attachments Only – This will put a copy of just the attachment/s
you have ticked. Notice you can rename and ‘view’ attachments once highlighted
(buttons to right of each attachment).

After selecting either of the above, a window pops up confirming the action has been taken
and asking if you wish to close the window. If you want to move your email to the Deleted
items folder in Outlook, or mark it as unread in Outlook, say No and then click the relevant
button on the bottom right of the window.
You can also save just the attachment for fast and easy retrieval later, and then import the
whole email with the attachment embedded.
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Adding an email into RPM using drag and drop
Instead of using the functionality as above, you can drag and drop emails.
Make sure you are in the correct matter in RPM, then go into any of your Outlook email folders,
click on the relevant email to highlight it.
Then left click your mouse, hold down the mouse button and drag it onto the RPM icon on
the bottom of your screen.

This will open up RPM where you can drop the email into Redbrick.

It will go into the case you have open.
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Folders
You may receive the following message when dragging and dropping, if folders are switched
on.

If you say Yes, then you can assign folders (or tags) to documents and organise the
documents this way. If you say no it will not be assigned a folder.

If you do not use this feature it can be switched off by default, please contact your BC or
support to switch this on or off.

Folder View
In Classic View the documents are all in one list -

By clicking Folder view (above) the view will switch to Folder View
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Folder View

As we can now see, documents are grouped into ‘Folders’.

As the folders are effectively tags, we can tag documents multiple times so they appear in
more than one folder, the document only exists once but will appear in multiple folders. Please
note: deleting items in any folder will delete them from ALL folders and the document screen
in general.
Folders can also be set upon creation of a document rather than tagging it afterwards (your

administrator can also allocate folders in the background – ask them to speak to Support or
their BC for instructions on how to do this).
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Dragging and dropping any document into the Document Screen.
Any document outside of Redbrick PM can be dropped into the Redbrick PM Document Screen.
Adjust the windows on your screen so you can see both Redbrick PM and the folder containing
the documents and ensure RPM is on the case you wish to import the documents into.

Then click on the document, hold the left mouse button down and drag it into the main area
of the Redbrick PM screen then let go.

You do not need to have the Document Window open in RPM, just drop the document
anywhere and RPM will automatically switch to the Document screen.

See note above about folders if prompted.
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Importing a document or file into the Document Screen
You can import a document or documents from another Redbrick file or from a folder
instead of dragging and dropping as mentioned above.
To do this, go to the correct matter and click on the Documents Screen button.
Right-click you mouse in the main area and select import.

•

Import File – will take you to your search window, where you can select which
document(s) to import. Double click on the document(s) to bring them into Redbrick
PM.
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•

Import files from another case – is where you can import documents from
another file easily.
This will bring up the find window to search for a matter in the normal way.

Double click on the correct matter which will then show you a window with all the documents
for this matter.
Make your selection, if more than one document is required hold down the Ctrl key and click
on them individually to highlight.
Then click on the select button and all documents selected will pull through into your current
matter.
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If you have any queries please either contact your dedicated Business Consultant or our
Support team.

Support
Tel : 01572 770088
Email : Support@RedbrickSolutions.co.uk
Website : www.redbricksolutions.co.uk
Address :
Top Floor
33-35 Pillings Road
Oakham
Rutland
LE15 6QF
Or access our Client Area for support and additional resources:

https://www.redbricksolutions.co.uk/client-login
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